With the Bracco in the UK gaining popularity amongst show, pet and working people alike, we thought we would
put together this fun information leaflet that describes all the main features all Bracchi should have – complete
with the explanations for all the ‘technical’ words that some of us may not know! Hope you enjoy reading, and
hopefully learning to!
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The Kennel Club Breed Standard

General Appearance
Strong, well-balanced, powerful hunting dog, of noble appearance. Almost square, well
muscled, with deep chest. Distinctive, sculpted head with chiselling under eyes.
Characteristics
Strong and untiring, working in all types of terrain. Excellent scenting abilities. Dignified and
intelligent.
Temperament
Hardy and adaptable, gentle and even tempered.
Head and Skull
Long, angular and narrow at the zygomatic arches. Cheeks lean. Seen from the front, sides of
muzzle converge slightly. Foreface of good width. Pronounced occiput and slight stop. Median
line visible to mid skull. Measurement from nose to stop equal to that from stop to occiput. In
profile, muzzle deep, straight or slightly arched. Well chiselled below the eyes. Viewed from
side, the planes of the muzzle and skull are divergent. Nose large and spongy, protruding
slightly over thin lips. Corners of lips marked but not pendulous.

Body
Overall appearance almost square. Length of body, measured from point of shoulder to
point of buttock, equal to or very slightly longer than height at withers. Chest broad, deep,
reaching to the level of elbows. Well sprung ribs. Loin wide and slightly arched, short and
well muscled. Topline slopes very slightly down from raised withers to middle of back,
without dipping, rising slightly to broad, muscular croup. Slight tuck-up.
Hindquarters
Thighs long, parallel, muscular with rear edge almost straight. Good bend of stifles. Rear
pasterns relatively short and lean with good width between the hocks.
Feet
Strong, slightly oval, tight and well arched. Nails tone with coat colour. Dewclaws acceptable
and double dewclaws tolerated.
Tail
Docked: Covers genitals. Set on as continuation of croup line. Thick at base. Straight with a
tendency to taper. When moving, carried horizontally or slightly lower.
Undocked: Carried horizontally. May be slightly curved but never held high or carried bent
over the back.

Eyes
Soft expression, fairly large, oval, with close fitting eyelids. Neither protruding nor too deep
set. Dark ochre or brown, depending on coat colour.

Gait/Movement
True moving with powerful drive from hindquarters. Capable of untiring, extended fast trot.
Head carried raised above topline.

Ears
Set on level with corner of eyes. Leather extend to tip of nose. Supple and folded inwards. Base
rather narrow, widening out but lying close to cheeks. Slightly rounded tips.

Coat
Short, dense and glossy. Shorter and finer on head, ears and front part of legs and feet. Skin
tough, but elastic. Pigment of skin, eyelids, nose, lips and pads - pale pink to dark brown,
depending on coat colour, but never black.

Mouth
Jaws strong, with a perfect, regular and complete scissor bite, i.e. upper teeth closely
overlapping lower teeth and set square to the jaws.
Neck
Powerful, well-rounded, moderately short, widening towards the shoulders, with
unexaggerated dewlap
Forequarters
Strong, Shoulders long, well muscled and well laid back. Well defined withers. Top of shoulder
blades well separated. Forelegs strong and straight with good, oval bone and well defined
tendons. Pasterns of good length, slightly sloping. Point of elbow lies directly below top of
withers.

Colour
White. White with orange, amber or chestnut markings. White may be speckled. Roan with
solid markings. If chestnut, a warm shade with a metallic sheen is preferred. Symmetrical
facial mask preferred, absence tolerated.
Size
Height at withers: Dogs 58-67cms (22 & 3/4 - 26 & 1/4 ins), Bitches 55-62 cms (21 & 3/4 - 24
& 1/2 ins). Weight 25-40 kgs (55-88lbs), in proportion to height.
Faults
Any departure from the foregoing points should be considered a fault and the seriousness
with which the fault should be regarded should be in exact proportion to its degree and its
effect upon the health and welfare of the dog.

Important Proportions – and how to measure them!
General Appearance
Strong, well-balanced, powerful hunting dog, of noble appearance.
Almost square, well muscled, with deep chest. Distinctive, sculpted head
with chiselling under eyes
Size
Height at withers: Dogs 58-67cms (22 & 3/4 - 26 & 1/4 ins), Bitches 55-62
cms (21 & 3/4 - 24 & 1/2 ins). Weight 25-40 kgs (55-88lbs), in proportion
to height.
Height – Height is measured from the top of the withers, to the ground.
Length – Length is measured from point of shoulder to point of buttock.
Points of these ‘should’ form a square!

A distinguishing feature – and complicated………well…….not really.
Head and Skull
Long, angular and narrow at the zygomatic arches. Cheeks lean. Seen from the front, sides
of muzzle converge slightly. Foreface of good width. Pronounced occiput and slight stop.
Median line visible to mid skull. Measurement from nose to stop equal to that from stop to
occiput. In profile, muzzle deep, straight or slightly arched. Well chiselled below the eyes.
Viewed from side, the planes of the muzzle and skull are divergent. Nose large and spongy,
protruding slightly over thin lips. Corners of lips marked but not pendulous.
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Body
Overall appearance almost square. Length of body, measured from
point of shoulder to point of buttock, equal to or very slightly longer
than height at withers. Chest broad, deep, reaching to the level of
elbows. Well sprung ribs. Loin wide and slightly arched, short and
well muscled. Topline slopes very slightly down from raised withers
to middle of back, without dipping, rising slightly to broad, muscular
croup. Slight tuck-up.
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Hindquarters
Thighs long, parallel,
muscular with rear edge
almost straight. Good
bend of stifles. Rear
pasterns relatively short
and lean with good
width between the
hocks.
Feet
Strong, slightly oval,
tight and well arched.
Nails tone with coat
colour. Dewclaws
acceptable and double
dewclaws tolerated.
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Tail
Docked: Covers genitals.
Set on as continuation of
croup line. Thick at base.
Straight with a tendency
to taper. When moving,
carried horizontally or
slightly lower.
Undocked: Carried
horizontally. May be
slightly curved but never
held high or carried bent
over the back.
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Gait/Movement
True moving with powerful drive from hindquarters. Capable of untiring, extended fast trot. Head carried raised above topline
This is what this breed is well known for, its fast, untiring extended trot. The breeds entire confirmation, the wide shoulders, the long
upper arm, are designed for this gait. Over-reaching and divergence/convergence of limbs will be seen.

Coat
Short, dense and glossy. Shorter and finer on head, ears and
front part of legs and feet. Skin tough, but elastic. Pigment of
skin, eyelids, nose, lips and pads - pale pink to dark brown,
depending on coat colour, but never black.

Chestnut & White

Chestnut Roan

Colour
White. White with orange, amber or chestnut markings.
White may be speckled. Roan with solid markings. If
chestnut, a warm shade with a metallic sheen is preferred.
Symmetrical facial mask preferred, absence tolerated.
Symmetrical Mask

Orange & White

Orange Roan

This is what the breed was bred, constructed, and mentally designed to do – work! I'm sure the one thing all bracco owners around the world
agree on, their instinct to hunt, point and retrieve (when they want to!) is second to none. A joy to live with, the bracco comes into his own in the
field. The Italians and dedicated owners and breeders around the world are passionate about keeping the working ability at the top of the list of
attributes for their breeding programs.
The Pastrone (or working) Standard 1937
The gait is a trot, long and brisk. Brief periods of galloping are tolerated when re-crossing previously covered ground, at the beginning of the hunt or in cases where
the dog encounters a new situation. Above all, the rule when working scent is the trot, this is a lively movement that covers the ground well.
The dog during the hunt should quarter at distances of 100 metres or more from the handler and the spacing of its cast should reflect the terrain, wind and scenting
conditions. These actions confirm that the dog is hunting correctly.
It is evident that in the Bracco Italiano (as with the other trotters) the preoccupation with the scent is of prime importance. Unlike the lightening reaction of the great
gallopers the Italian Bracchi treat the process as a complex mental action, this is easily read in his expression, which is one of thought. The hunt is extremely diligent
and enjoyed by the dog with its tail carried horizontally or slightly higher, constantly moving rhythmically from side to side as the dog moves (not rapidly as with the
spaniel). The neck should be a little extended in order to hold the head high with the nose angled acutely from the horizontal.
Upon detecting scent the dog gradually slows and returns extremely prudently towards its presumed origin, head held high as d escribed above, its ears cocked and
tail motionless and slightly lowered. If the dog realises that it is on residual (old) scent then he should resume the hunt as before. If however he decides that the scent
is leading him closer to game he should slow and his final steps should be very slow often gently feeling the ground with his paw before putting his weight on it as if
afraid to make a noise.
When pointing, his tail may be horizontal, slightly raised, or slightly lowered but always motionless.
The over all deportment of the dog is noble, imposing, alert but calm, erect and slightly forward balanced.
The neckline should be a little raised and the head carried up with the nose decisively towards the ground (approx. 30 degree s from the horizontal).
If while hunting he encounters scent which indicates that game is very close he will immediately slow and take up a posture similar to when standing still, only with
his neckline a little more pronounced and the tail a little lower. He and will then gradually take up the behaviour described in the previous paragraphs following the
scent, which brings him into contact with the game. Sometimes this movement is preceded by an undesirable short stop.

A dog that senses he is suddenly upon the game (and only in this case) will stop immediately. He will stay, more often than not, upright, or with the limbs a little
flexed with the head turned down towards the game. Exceptionally the dog may halt in a contorted or twisted pose.
If the game attempts to escape along the ground while being hunted, the dog should guide it to the wind by its own physical m ovement, exercising caution not to
disturb where possible dry branches or noisy leaves while maintaining contact with it.
While the game is moving the dog should track it without slowing or stopping unnecessarily demonstrating that all its described characteristics do not prevent it from
being a tenacious tracker. It maybe that in these circumstances a dog may come to an abrupt halt should it suddenly encounter game which has, in an attempt to
escape, turned back after encountering an obstacle.
A characteristic of the Bracco (and the other continentals) is that it should have complete contact with its handler, which the dog should always maintain.
The dogs’ calm and reflective nature is ideal to train for work in all conditions whether in open country or more dense areas where a tighter working pattern is
desirable.

I hope you’ve enjoyed browsing this small but informative leaflet. Hopefully we have got your
attention and you would like to find out more about this amazing breed. Please visit our
website for more breed information, contacts, and events.
We hope to see you soon!

